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To our sexy readers

This issue of the Squelch nearly didn’t happen. 
Early last year, a pasty, lanky dude with mutton 
chops materialized out of thin air at one of our 
meetings and slashed our funding with his rusty 
dagger. “My name is Spunker and y’all turds ain’t 
gon get no funding” he said in his thick Canadian 
accent, before opening his mouth wide enough 
for us to see the family of slugs that lived in there. 
They turned their slimy slug heads towards us, 
opened their tiny slug mouths and blinked their 
angry slug eyes. “What are all y’all dingleberries 
staring at?” said Papa and Mama slug in their thick 
Irish accents. If there is one thing we would like 
our readers to take away from this magazine, it’s 
that mouth-slugs are very easily offended. After 
we apologized for our rudeness, Spunker closed 
his mouth and vanished into thin air.  

We had no funding and no office space. But what 
the world forgot was that we also had no dignity. 
We’ve never had any. Ever since the Heuristic 
Squelch was founded thirty-seven harvest 
moons ago by twins, Tomas Heuristic and Tomas 
Squelch, our members have done everything in 
their power to keep this magazine alive. We’ve 
stripped for moon trolls, seductively eaten lemons 
for woodland creatures, and fliered on Sproul. To 
save ourselves this time we stooped lower than 
we’ve ever done before—we crowdfunded.

And success! We got the funding we needed, 
thanks to several wonderful people who 
apparently had no better things to do with their 
money. Thank you all for allowing us to continue 
to have the weekly moments of joy we get from 
writing this magazine and making silly dick jokes. 

Sidd and Kait
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New restaurant targets “Carnitarians”
By Beth Martyn, 

I N  O T H E R  N E W S :

Scientists Fail to Find G-spot
Page A7

Yeast Uprising at Local Bakery 
Page B3

Egg Can’t Get Laid
Page C2

Larry King Turns 25!
Page D1

Comedy Is Still Dead
Pages A1-D20

Man Claims to Have Travelled Back in Time and Killed German Painter Adolf Hitler
By Siddharth Bhogra, 

Recently opened in downtown 
Berkeley, Mercury aims to fill a gap in 
the Berkeley ecosystem: a restaurant for 
people who love meat, and only meat. 
Their menu includes items such as 
beef sculpted to look like cauliflowers, 
gelatin sheets dyed and trimmed to 
look like kale, and venison hammered 
to resemble mashed potatoes. “The 
amount of work that goes into each 
dish is incredible,” raved self-identified 
carnitarian, Andrew Leaf. “It may seem 
limiting to work without any spices or 
herbs, but the flavors they accomplish 
with just animal products is incredible. 

The best part is it looks exactly like the 
real thing but doesn’t taste like it at all.”

Abigail Veal, a member of one 
of the several animal rights groups 
protesting outside the restaurant spoke 
to Squelch. She rolled her eyes, sighed 
and said, “I just… I can’t even… Oh 
boy.” She shrugged, lay on the ground, 
spread out her arms and wailed into the 
pavement.

 Leaf believes that Mercury is 
of real benefit to the community. He 
explained that Mercury provides a meat 
eating and meeting place for a unique 
minority. For carnitarians, eating is a 

way of life. “We’re not just doing this 
because we want to be unhealthy or 
harm the environment. I mean, I’m 
sure that’s part of it for many of us, but 
to describe our lifestyle that way would 
be reductive. What it’s really about is 
a broader philosophical and ethical 
consideration. We’re morally opposed 
to eating anything that came from a 
plant. They’re innocent and defenseless. 
At least animals can fight back.”

Leaf was last seen being carried 
away in an ambulance following his 
third heart attack of the month.

Arthur Prefect, 42, claims to have 
invented time travel, gone back in time 
and murdered relatively unknown 
German painter, Adolf Hitler. 
According to historian Larry Lebowitz, 
Hitler died in 1910 in his apartment 
in Vienna when poison gas from an 
unknown source was released in his 
apartment. Hitler was best known 
for his intricate and often passionate 
depictions of architectural beauties, 
including but not limited to libraries, 
synagogues and war memorials. 

“I expected massive monuments 
erected in my honour.” commented 
Arthur, adding “I achieved the 
impossible and for that I was rewarded 

with two gentlemen, dressed sharply 
in Hugo Boss suits, escorting me to a 
mental facility. I went back in time and 
killed Adolf Hitler! Everyone always 
talks about doing something like that, 
but I actually did it and no one seems 
to believe me! I have half a mind to go 
back in time again to when I had gone 
back in time the first time to kill Hitler 
and instead kill myself before I kill 
Hitler back when I had gone back in 
time the first time to kill him.”

Arthur is currently under the care of 
Dr. Herman Muller, an expert clinical 
psychologist dealing with time travel 
related mental illnesses. “I have seen 
several cases of people who genuinely 

believe they have gone back in time 
and somehow been part of what almost 
always turns out to be the murder of some 
fairly insignificant historical figure. A 
few months ago I had a patient who 
thought she was somehow responsible 
for the death of mildly influential 
Georgian poet, Joseph Stalin” said Dr. 
Muller. Meanwhile, Arthur’s story has 
prompted several potential copycats 
who claim to have gone back in time 
to 1946 and committed infanticide at 
the Jamaica Hospital Medical Center in 
Queens, New York, specifically of the 
new-born son of American real estate 
developer, Frederick Trump.
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Wheeler Hall Modernized, But Still No Wheels?
By Ronin McCobb, junior amateur unicyclist

Drunken Oski Found Foragin for Berries
By Matthew Selman, 

King of Smooth Retires
By Siddharth Bhogra, 

On August 23, Wheeler Hall was reopened after a 
year long construction. The 100 year old building certainly 
needed infrastructural changes, including a new ventilation, 
plumbing and educational system. The only upgrade that 
hasn’t occurred is the addition of wheels at the bottom of the 
building, an issue that is leaving students and faculty alike 
scratching their skulls.

 “It’s high time that Wheeler Hall became mobile,” said 
a student, adding, “it’s just stuck there, like a dumb, ugly, 
immobile building.” Back in 1919, when Wheeler Hall was 
built and named after the greatest human invention—the 
wheel—everyone assumed that it would be built to have some. 
“This building symbolizes evolution and without wheels on 

it, how are we supposed to know to keep things rolling?” said 
Professor Roland “keep on rolling on” McRollerson.

 With the announcement of Wheeler Hall’s 
renovation last year, students rejoiced for what they believed 
meant an increase in the number of wheels attached to the 
building. Many were surprised to find the renovated building 
to have a functioning ventilation, plumbing and electrical 
system, but no wheels. “This isn’t going to stop us,” said one 
student, who was petitioning for wheels on Wheeler hall last 
year, “We’re going to protest this. We’ll do it on skates and 
even in aeroplanes. Wheels up, everyone.”

November 07, 2017 marked a sad day for billions of 
people across the globe with the retirement of The King of 
Smooth. The King swung his hips as his soul oozed onto 
the stage, followed by his body, at Smoothe Chalet, Smoothe 
Mountains, Colorado. Nicknamed so after a scintillating 
performance at the 1987 Silk and Velvet Conference, he 
has eased the troubled hearts of oh so many adoring fans, 
including and limited to those of teenage girls. The decision 
to retire came after The King’s beekeeping business took 
off and he began selling his self-titled organic honey at the 
farmer’s market. 

“I can’t believe he’s retiring,” a now middle-aged mother 
of three squealed at the Squelch, “He’s too smooth to retire. 

Too smooth.” “What I can’t believe,” said another fan, “is 
how he’s managed to keep those moves so smooth so far into 
his 80s, especially with the arthritis and testicular cancer.” 
“Smoooooo,” added a cow with a lisp.

The King’s wrinkled hands gripped the microphone. 
Silence loomed across the packed amphitheater as he adjusted 
the knobs on his oxygen tank. His rickety voice bellowed, 
“I retyre. I mean…er...tire.” Thousands of adoring fans 
wailed. “It’s been...uh..good,” he said. Critics argued that he 
should’ve quit several decades ago, but damn it, he’s still got 
it. Haggard and wrinkled but oh so smooth. The world will 
never be the same without The King contorting his body for 
our pleasure.

After a day of swilling his favorite pregame drinks, 
Oski the bear was spotted near Strawberry Creek drunkenly 
foraging for staple food sources on Saturday. One Cal fan 
described the mascot as he prowled the banks of the stream 
with "extremely wide eyes and an uncomfortably large 
smile." While animal control noted that his blood alcohol 
content was over four times the legal limit, they were most 
shocked to find that his breath smelled of snozzberries. 
"Until this incident, we were unaware that bears even ate 
snozzberries," animal specialist Youthen Izes stated. Due to 
Oski's anthropomorphic nature, the authorities were also 
involved in the matter. Law enforcement maintains that he 
kept his hands clenched tightly together behind his back 

making for an easy arrest. The bail was set at 50 meal points, 
which authorities expect will not be posted until the very last 
day of finals week. The reason for the steep bail was his past 
criminal record, including a highly visible public indecency 
charge for pelvic thrusting a tree. Local rights group People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Anthropomorphs (PETA) has 
stated that they will do whatever they can to "ensure proper 
legal treatment of our furry friend." The group first came 
onto the civil rights scene with their pro bono defense of the 
Energized bunny, who had been the victim of a gruesome 
battery acid attack by a Duracell worker. Oski is currently 
being held at the Downtown Berkeley police station, and has 
reportedly been asleep since his arrest.
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Top Ten Building Movies/TV 
Shows 
10. Dwinnella Enchanted
9. Moffit the Vampire Slayer
8. Campanile Rock
7. The Moffitt Show
6. __ hall in the family
5. BraveHearst
4. EshleMan of Steel
3. Green Barrows
2. Cory (Hall) in the House
1. Sutardja Dai Hard

Top Ten Sexy Chemicals in 
Your Food 
10. Ass-pertaime
9. Citric Ass-id 
8. High Fruc-toes Porn Syrup
7. Thicceners
6. Night-rate
5. Vanilla Sex-tract
4. Hydrochlorideadick Acid
3. Faking Soda
2. Yell OHHH #5
1. Red Dye #69

Top Ten Vegetables That 
Could Be Pokemon
10. Rainbow Chard
9. Chayote
8. Broccolini
7. Arugula
6. Kohlrabi
5. Water Chestnut
4. Rutabaga 
3. Sunchoke
2. Jicama
1. Bok Choy
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squelch
subscriptions

The Heuristic Squelch
Subscriptions

P.O.Box 4116
Berkeley, CA 94704

mail to:
include check or money order and

Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out 
and mail in the following form, or just visit our web 
site: www.squelched.com

Name

Street Address

City/State/ZIP

Phone number Email

Why wouldn’t I want to 

laugh for $20 per year?

Because I want to laugh 

for 2 years for $30!!!!

Every subscription comes with a bonus 
set of six classic issues.

Looking for a good way to 

advertise your business, event, or 

what-have-you?  Why not try UC 

Berkeley’s widest-read magazine, 

which – believe it or not – is us.   

With over 10,000 readers and 

free ad design, it’s the perfect way 

to reach your customers without 

breaking the bank. 

Email feedback@squelched.com 

for more information. 

How many times has this happened to you? You're out and about on your pre-dawn stroll 
and you stumble into a hidden cove that houses pre-historic satire magazines, with etchings 
of Nicholas Cage on the back. You scoff and roll your eyes because you've just discovered 
priceless treasure for what seems like the 24th—but is actually the 37th—time and you still have 
no one to share it with. Well look no further, except to read the rest of this pitch, and come 
join our rag-tag group of treasure hunters seekers, so that we can be alone, together. We're 
looking for:

 - Loners
 - Treasure Seekers
 - Nicholas Cage
 - Hidden Cove Explorers
 - Rocks
 - Stones
 - Caves
 - Cave painters
 - Writers
 - Graphic Designers
 - Illustrators

Be a part of something official so that your parents can get off your back about the whole 
'treasure hunting is for hollow-brained lunatics with no goals or aims in life' business. Treasure 
seeking is NOT a waste of time! Email us at heuristicsquelch@gmail.com for any questions.
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Top Five Sexual Pirates
5. Blackpubes
4. Captain Thicc
3. Long John Silver
2. Jack-off Sparrow
1. Davy Bones

Top Five Endings
5. Happy
4. Never
3. Tr-
2. Abrupt

Top Ten Social Security Num-
bers
10. 733-31-5179
9. 405-98-5162
8. 526-61-5865
7. 362-44-6376
6. 923-41-3134
5. 661-04-2897
4. 556-58-1910
3. 512-61-8630
2. 457-83-7307
1. 696-69-6969

Top Ten Magical Creature 
Body Parts
10. Unicornea 
9. L(n)ymph
8. Big foot
7. G-gnomes
6. Thigh-clops
5. P-imp-le
4. Elf-bow
3. Headusa
2. Loch Neck Monster 
1. Tooth Fairy
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